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Abstract—The agent-oriented (AO) methodology is an effective
means for constructing distributed systems. Despite a great deal
of research, a number of challenges still exist before making
agent-based computing a widely accepted paradigm in software
engineering practice. In order to solve the problem of “a variety
in number, difficult to apply”, the paper presents a hierarchical
development architecture (HDA) for customizing a new AO
methodology according to the given project. Through applying
the HDA-based meta models and design patterns, developers
can build applications from third party off-the-shelf solution
components. To exemplify its feasibility and effectiveness, the
construction of C4I system is presented as a case study.

Index Terms—design pattern, customization, HDA

I. INTRODUCTION

Agents and multi-agent systems (MASs) have recently

emerged as a powerful technology to face the complexity

of a variety of today’s ICT (information and communication

technology) scenarios, such as distributed system, web service

and so on. What’s more, the emergent general understanding

is that MASs, more than an effective technology, represent

indeed a novel general-purpose paradigm for software devel-

opment [1]: agent-based computing can promote designing and

developing applications in terms of agents, that are situated

in an environment and can flexibly achieve their goals by

interacting with one another in terms of high-level protocols

and languages.

In this sense, MASs offer a new and often more appropriate

route to the development of complex computational systems,

especially in open and dynamic environments. Therefore, in the

last few years, there has been a great deal of research related

to the identification and definition of suitable models and

techniques to support the development of distributed systems

in terms of MASs [2], such as formal modeling approaches,

development methodologies and modeling techniques, specifi-

cally suited to the agent-oriented paradigm. However, despite

the great deal of research in the area, agent oriented software

engineering (AOSE) is still a relative young area. Currently,

there are, as yet, not standard methodologies, development

tools, or software architectures. There still exist a number

of challenges before making agent-based computing a widely

accepted paradigm in software engineering practice [3]. The

problem of “a variety in number, difficult to apply” has become

an obstacle in turning agent-oriented software abstractions into

practical tools for facing the complexity of modern application

areas.

In order to handle the challenge, we propose a hierarchical

development architecture(HDA) in the paper. Based on

the HDA, developers can combine different meta models

originated from various AO methods to customize a best

suited development methodology for the given project.

The HDA-based design patterns bridge the gap between

design abstraction and software implementation, which help

developers to build MASs efficiently. The rest of the paper

is organized as follow: Section 2 introduces the hierarchical

development architecture in detail. In section 3, a research

project on the construction of C4I system exemplifies the

effectiveness of HDA as a case. Some conclusions are

presented in section 4.

II. HIERARCHICAL DEVELOPMENT ARCHITECTURE(HDA)

A. Current problems in AOSE

At the moment, a lot of attempts have been made in

AOSE, such as the building of MASs and the definition of

suitable models, methodologies and tools for these systems.

In AOSE, the notion of an autonomous agent is used as the

fundamental modeling abstractions to map real-world items

to computational model. Thus, abstract problem solutions can

be effectively implemented, and software complexity can be

decreased. Nevertheless, the research of AOSE is still in its

early stages, and a lot of challenges need to be handled

before AOSE can deliver its promises, becoming a widely

accepted and practically usable paradigm for the development

of complex software systems. There is a current lack of

mature agent-based software development methodologies. This

deficiency has been pointed out as one of the main barriers to

the large-scale uptake of agent technology[3].

In the area of AO methodologies, researchers from different

fields give emphasis to the different aspects of the process. In

order to pursue generality, some AO methods take agent as

a modeling unit and only emphasize agents’ external char-

acteristics and their relationships between each other, e.g. the

Gaia methodology [20]. On the contrary, the other AO methods

are bound to some type of concrete agent architecture to

facilitate software implementation, e.g. the AAII methodology

[4]. Some research works (e.g. [5],[6]) provide comparison

studies between different AO methodologies, showing that

each AO method has its own weaknesses and strengths. Many
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users had trouble in finding a method that would satisfy their

needs completely.

It’s often infeasible or inefficient to use a single kind of

AO method to solve all the problems in the construction of

MASs. As a matter of fact the need for systematic principles

to develop situation- specific methods, perceived almost from

the beginning by the object-oriented community, has led to

the emergence of the method engineering approach. In the last

years, the method engineering approach is proved successful

in developing object oriented information systems [7]. Its

importance in the object-oriented context should be evaluated

considering not only the direct influence (not so many com-

panies and individuals work in this specific way) but mainly

the indirect consequence. The most important and diffused

development process (e.g., the Rational Unified Process [8])

is in fact not rigid, instead being a kind of framework within

which the designer can choose his/her own path.

We believe that the agent-oriented community should follow

a similar path, trying to adapt the method engineering for using

it in agent-oriented design[9]. Some researchers [10, 11, 12]

have proposed that the AOSE methodologies should be created

and customized in a modular way, which enables developers

to build project-specific methodologies from meta models, just

like applications built from reusable off-the-shelf components.

Our aim is to propose an open architecture, which can

guide developer to assemble a new methodology tailored to

the given project by fitting AOSE meta models in appropriate

position. Thus, each new project has its own methodology, built

up from components of other methodologies. As a result, the

advantages of different AO methods can be taken of and their

drawbacks can be overcome. Furthermore, such exploitation

speeds up development, avoids reinventing the wheel, and

enables sufficient time to be devoted to the value added by

the multi-agent paradigm.

B. The definition of HDA

Against the background, a hierarchical development archi-

tecture (HDA) for customizing AO methodology is proposed

in figure 1. The architecture consists of five phases, covering

the whole development lifecycle to establish a systematic

development method. The requirement analysis phase defines

development goal, which lays foundation for the following

development. The MAS architecture phase represents the out-

line of the system configuration and organizational behaviors

and is not dependent on any specific agent platforms. The

agent modeling phase depicts all components of each agent

specialized in agent structure. The software implementation

phase gives the detail of the system configuration and the

program codes implemented according to the design of the

above phases. Finally, the verification phase is used to ensure

that the software to be constructed can meet the demand of

users.

In the architecture, each phase is categorized into a layered

model structure further. Based on the goal and the task of

each layer, user can fill meta models into the appropriate

layers to handle different kinds of quality attributes. Instead

Fig. 1. The Hierarchical Development Architecture(HDA)

of creating incompatible techniques, models and CASE tools

for each methodology, modular and reusable meta models can

be created once, and shared within different methodologies. It

represents significant savings in development cost and learning

cost. In application of HDA, developers need to follow these

steps:

(1) Factor the overall problem and identify what layers

should be selected in HDA for a specific application. Based

on this, developers can select existing AO methodologies to

extract appropriate meta models.

(2) Fill corresponding meta models into appropriate layers

and form a new AO method through tailoring and combination

on particular project. The meta model which belongs to

some layer should facilitate achieving the goal of the layer.

Otherwise, it’s not appropriate to put it into the layer.

(3) In order to meet the demand of customizing a new

approach, developers need to enforce and modify the extracted

meta models.

(4) The increasing details of a new approach to be con-

structed are developed step by step. Together, the layers enable

the configuration of a new AO approach that can be appropriate

for specific application.

(5) Once the methodology is composed, the designers will

perform the established process obtaining a model of the

system - an instantiation of the MAS meta-model - that solves

their problem.

The layered model accords with the pay-as-you-go philos-

ophy : programmers do not need to use all the layers provided

by the architecture. Layers that are not used do not require

programmers to know anything about them, neither add any

computational overhead. Thus, developers can quickly grasp

the most important concepts in the development of MASs.

For example, if the system needs to run in open environment,

then a methodology that incorporates “open system layer” can



be adopted in “MAS architecture phase”. If some specific

agent platform need to be adopted in another part, choose

a methodology that supports it in “Software implementation

phase”. The details of each layer are given below:

- The requirement analysis phase : i)Requirement Gath-

ering Layer: gather, identify and define requirements accord-

ing to practical application, including functional and non-

functional. ii) Requirement Specification Layer: the require-

ment statements will be mapped to a MAS, i.e. the require-

ments are specified in terms of agent, role and organization.

- The MAS architecture phase : i) Organization Layer:

define how multi-agents construct the whole system and realize

the required functions. The whole system is conceived in terms

of an organized society in which each agent plays specific

role and interacts with other agents according to protocols

determined by the roles of the involved agents. ii) Coordi-

nation Layer: Based on the interaction among the constitute

agents, the component agents can be explicitly designed to

cooperatively achieve a given goal. iii) Open System Layer:

As a more general case, agents might not be co-designed to

share a common goal, and have been possibly developed by

different people to achieve different objectives. Moreover, the

composition of the system can dynamically vary as agents enter

and leave the system.

- The agent modeling phase : i) Definition Layer: make

clear some basic aspects of each agent: what to think of? what

resources to own? what task to shoulder? What acquaintance

to interact? ii) Action Layer: how to think and form a plan? iii)

Cognitive Layer: how to enforce the plan and react outside?

- The software implementation phase : i) Agent Society

Layer: the layer can be reused, meaning that it is indepen-

dent of underlying mechanism. ii) MAS Infrastructure Layer:

provides some fundamental services. In MAS infrastructure

layer, if we apply JADE or other AO infrastructure, we must

use other models that comply with the products provided

by this specific infrastructure. iii) Development Framework

Layer: depends on the implementation platform of our choice,

including development tools and programming language. If

we use Java, we may use UML Class Diagrams for this last

abstraction level in agent society layer.

- The verification and Testing phase : i) Functional

level: ensure that system is stable, reliable, effective and meet

functional requirements. ii) Knowledge Level: single agent can

reason, learn and be adaptive to environment. iii) Sociality

Level: multi-agent system can meet the demand for macro-

level performance.

C. The pattern-driven development policy

In the application of HDA, each successive pass will add

additional detail and a series of system design artifacts is

produced eventually, i.e. an ordered sequence of steps, an

identifiable set of models, and an indication of the interrelation-

ships between the models, showing how and when to exploit

which models and abstractions in the development of a MAS.

The HDA accords with a “top-down” development policy,

which focuses on design structure of the whole multi-agent

system. However, the implementation details of each model

are disregarded in HDA, which may lead developers without

background in agent technology to be confused about how

to turn design model into software implementation. What’s

more, this results in rediscovering solutions to common design

problems without benefiting from how they were resolved in

the past.

Therefore, we need to introduce a kind of “bottom-up”

development mechanism to complement the defects of goal-

driven development process. A suited choice is to build

an agent system incrementally from well-documented agent

patterns. Recently, design patterns are attracting attention in

usual software development represented by object-oriented

software. Design patterns are explicit formulations of good

past software development experiences consisting of proven

solutions to recurring problems that arise within some contexts

and systems of forces. The patterns realize easy reuse of good

software design. These concepts are becoming indispensable

in developing practical large-scale software in a low cost

by promoting reuse. Individual patterns can, furthermore, be

linked to each other in the form of pattern languages, which

guide the designer through the design process.

Fig. 2. The Pattern Driven Development

Against this background, we describe a pattern-driven

design process that complements goal-driven design ap-

proaches in figure 2. As fundamental element of constructing

method[13, 14, 15, 16], each meta model occupies a position

in the HDA and plays a key role in relating macro design to

micro detail. Generally speaking, after determining the scope

and the purpose of the existing methodologies, the meta model

is created by isolating general-purpose common features from

them. Based on the development tasks and quality goals, the

methodology is partitioned into multiple meta models and the

dependencies between the new models and any existing models

are determined. The remaining parts of the methodology

are then componentized into special purpose ”value-adding”

features.

An interaction meta model extracted from Gaia is shown

as an example in figure 3, a comprehensive list of potential

elements included in meta model are shown:

D. The HDA-based design pattern

Currently, some researchers have begun to apply design

patterns to MASs development. Generally speaking, there are



Fig. 3. The Interaction Meta Model

four kind of sources : (i) existing excellent AO methodologies,

which can guide us which kind of pattern is demanded. (ii)

some excellent agent-based practices and agent platform, such

as JADE, ZEUS and so on. (iii) OO design pattern experience,

including design, coding and analysis.

However, only a coarse-grain development route (analysis

- design - implementation - testing - release) is provided to

integrate all meta models. To a large degree, whether the ap-

plication of patterns is effective lies on developer’s experience.

With the number of the patterns increasing, it’s becoming

more and more difficult to select and apply appropriate design

pattern.

As a platform for sorting and managing those design

patterns, the HDA gives an explicit guide about how to

apply those patterns and an order of examination of pattern

application. Each pattern occupies a position in the HDA, in

which each pattern contributes to the completion of patterns

“preceding” it in the architecture, and is completed by patterns

“succeeding” it.

As shown in figure 2, according to the HDA phases and

specific agent platforms, the patterns are classified into four

categories:

Organization Level Pattern : This kind of pattern is

applied in the development of the MAS architecture, which

consists of inter-organization pattern(the relationship between

organizations) and inner-organization pattern(the relationship

between agents). Two types of patterns are only different in

basic unit: one is an organization, and the other is an agent.

The type of pattern is not dependent on any specific agent

platforms and can be easily reused.

Agent Level Pattern : This kind of pattern is applied in

the development of an agent unit. A set of patterns is used

to describe building blocks from which an agent can be built.

The patterns should be selected as they are specialized in the

individual agent platforms and make good use of the advantage

of the platforms.

Object-Oriented Design Pattern : This kind of pattern is

the usual ones for implementation using OO languages such

as Java and C++. One of the representative groups of such

patterns was investigated by the Gang of Four (GOF).

Others : Many patterns cut across all boundaries.

Patterns need to capture hidden structure and decisions:

deep components of architecture and design which are larger

than any architectural building block such as procedures and

objects. The task of extracting design pattern is a long-term

and tough work, which needs to summarize expert experience

and iterate according to feedback over and again. In order to

make pattern easy to read and understand, it’s important to

determine your own style/way of documenting your pattern.

Here gives an example of coordination-layer pattern in figure

4 to explain the referenced format of agent design pattern :

MarketPlace

requestBids()
ReadRequests()
MakeBid()
TakeBid()
AcceptBid()
ReadAcceptedBid()

Profile

attributes

match()

B:

S:

S:

B:
S:

B:

1. requests

2. bids

3. acceptedBids

B=Buyer     S=Seller

Both requests and bids are represented as Profile objects that can be

matched up against  each other

Requests (bids) expire after a duration set by the buyer (seller).

Fig. 4. The market design pattern

III. APPLICATION OF HDA

A. Project description

The C4I (command, control, communication, computer and

Information) system is the core of the whole naval warship,

which is used as information process (including collection,

transformation, process and transmission), fighting support

and weapon control. C4I system integrates different kinds

of weapons together to ensure that the integral performance

can be improved to a high degree. In order to achieve the



goal, three main problems need to be considered during the

construction of C4I system: i) how to harmonize a number

of components which may have been developed by teams

having worked separately on different portions of the system;

ii) how to adopt new technology to deal with multiple, hetero-

geneous and even dynamic application environments; iii) how

to integrate many different technologies, languages, paradigms

and legacy systems together in an effective and fruitful way.

Apart from the (problem-solving) functionality, the C4I system

must also satisfy properties such as reliability, fault-tolerance,

maintainability, scalability etc.

As an example of the distributed problem solving system,

the components of C4I system are devoted to controlling and

directing different phases of the physical process: information

collection - information process - fighting support - command

- weapon control. It leads to a conception of the whole system

as a number of different MAS organizations, one for each

phase of the process. Each organization can be viewed as being

made up of agents being involved in the process. Different

agents are delegated different task which contribute to the

accomplishment of system goal.

Therefore, we apply agent technology as an original and

more effective way to solve highly-complex problems in the

construction of C4I system. Through analysis and verification

over and again, we decided to derive a new AO approach from

HDA to solve the problems in the construction of C4I system

on naval warship. We hope that the new approach can take the

best of the different approaches and overcome their respective

shortcomings. What’s more, it should take advantage of the

existing agent platforms and resources as more as possible,

such as JADE.

B. Methodology customization

The C4I system is closed, all component agents are sup-

posed to be innately cooperative to each other and they can

trust one another during interactions. The internal structure

of agent should support the external performance. The usual

agent system development methods cannot give guidelines that

are easy to understand. In order to facilitate the engineering

change in AOSE, the new approach needs to be associated

with patterns closely. The whole design step can be effectively

implemented, which provides the analyst and designer with

a way of how to go from theoretical definitions to practical

implementation elements.

Fig. 5. The New Methodology from HDA

Aimed at those characteristics, we merged several represen-

tative AO methodologies: RoadMap[17], Gaia[18], MaSE[19],

and Xiaoyuan’s fish model[20], which is shown in figure

5. In selecting appropriate AO methods for customization,

specifically we consider: i) Agent structure: this means how

each of the meta-models represents the agent and its most

common elements. ii) Agent interactions: agents of different

meta-models are supposed to interact using communications

or the environment. Communications are sometimes specified

by attributes like interaction protocols, content language and

so on. iii) Agent society and organizational structure: the goal

of some of these meta models is to model a specific society

or an organizational infrastructure constrained by rules that

enforce agents to some collective or individual behavior. iv)

Agent implementation: the code-level structure of the agent

system.

The Gaia meta models are mostly devoted to represent

a MAS system as a social organization. In RoadMap meta

models, a great effort is made on requirement phase in order

to complement the defects of the Gaia. The MaSE meta

models aim to conciliate classical OO software engineering

concepts with the potentiality of the agent-based approach

while pursuing the goal of a traceability of the solution from

requirements to the related code implementation. Xiaoyuan’s

fish model focuses on displaying the cognitive and behavior

issues. Because of limited space, we will have to diffusely

discuss the details about combination in other papers: how to

extract appropriate meta models from each method, how to

attach design patterns to meta model, how to fill meta models

into the HDA, and how to derive a new approach from the

HDA.

Through applying the method, a large-scale complex C4I

system is decomposed and reconstructed successfully. Consid-

ering physical deployment and communication overload, the

whole C4I system is decomposed into five agent organizations.

Each of them bears different responsibility: monitoring en-

emy(Information Collection Organization, ICO); filtering and

processing the collected information(Information Process Or-

ganization, IPO); advising(Decision Supporting Organization,

DSO) and making decision(Decision Making Organization,

DMO); attacking enemy and returning feedback informa-

tion(Weapon Control Organization, WCO). In each organiza-

tion, a number of agents need to be defined to interact toward

the achievement of a specific application goal.

C. Pattern-driven development

The HDA-based design pattern serves to fill this gap be-

tween design models and software implementation and guides

designer to build a multi-agent system efficiently. Because the

whole C4I system is too complex, only IPO(a single agent

organization) is taken as an example to explain how to apply

design pattern to facilitate development.

In the organization(figure 6), when coordinate agent re-

ceives requests from filter agent, it will assign the task to

worker agent. It is our focus about how to choose the worker

agent that “best” meets the attributes we care most about(e.g.



worker1 Agent worker2 Agent Worker3 Agent

Results Integration

Worker4 Agent

Filter Agent Coordinator Agent

Fig. 6. The Information Process Organization

least expensive, highest quality). Market design pattern(as

shown in figure 4) provides us a appropriate choice to im-

plement the coordination mechanism of IPO. First coordinate

agent requests worker agents to bid for the task. The coordinate

agent selects the bidding whose cost is the least among

the received bidding. Then the coordinate agent requests the

worker agent with the successful bidding to perform the task.

The application of market design pattern can ensure that the

task can be executed the most effectively.

In a research project for C4I system development, the

experimental results are satisfactory: on the one hand, the sys-

tem meets the functional and non-functional demands(robust,

reliable, scalable and so on); on the other hand, development

efficiency have been improved greatly than before at a low

cost.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The definition of agent-specific methodologies is definitely

one of the most explored topics in AOSE. Because of the

defects of current AO methodologies (a variety in number,

difficult to apply), it’s difficult to turn AO software abstractions

into practical tools for facing the complexity of constructing

distributed systems. The paper presents a hierarchical develop-

ment architecture (HDA) to enable developer to customize his

own methodology to meet the demand of different domains.

Through applying the HDA-based meta models and design

patterns, developers can build applications from third party off-

the-shelf solution components conveniently. In the case study

of constructing C4I system, an agent-oriented new approach

derived from HDA is applied and the experimental result is

satisfactory.

In order to make full use of HDA, users have to understand

and grasp more than one kinds of AO methodologies, which

will become an obstacle in applying HDA. In future, we will

carry on more research and studies on how to help users to

overcome the difficulty. The idea was to create a relatively

general purpose agent building toolkit that could be used

by software engineers with only basic competence in agent

technology to create functional MASs.
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